Pride Flag Activity

A flag can also be a symbol of community, celebration and pride!

The Pride Flag is a special symbol of the LGBTQ+ community.

It is easily recognised as it is made up of the colours of the rainbow. Each colour represents something different.

Red: life
Orange: healing
Yellow: sunlight
Green: nature
Blue: serenity
Purple: spirit

Flags are used to show identity. Every country has a flag - here in the UK, we have the Union Jack!

The RAF Museum Midlands has the only Boulton Paul Defiant in the world - a night fighter aircraft that was flown during the Second World War - typically by Polish Squadrons. To mark their identity, a small Polish flag would be painted on near the cockpit.
Use the template to create your own flag to represent your identity.

It’s up to you how you identify yourself on your flag!

What colours do you want to use? Do you want to add any pictures or symbols, perhaps to represent things you like or that describe you?

Use coloured pencils, pens or paints to complete your own personal Pride Flag!